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Introduction (by Yuko Kikuchi)
Design Histories and Design Studies in East Asia have been developing steadily, but unfortunately this has not been widely recognised in the UK nor in other Euroamerican centres of this field.  In this series of short articles, we would like to give a brief overview of the notable local developments in Japan (Part 1), PRC/Hong Kong/Taiwan (Part 2) and Korea (Part 3).  The current direction of this discipline in the Anglophone world is towards adopting global/transnational design perspectives.​[1]​  This shift was made possible because the Anglophone world has already accumulated data on national design histories and the disciplines of design histories and design studies are mature.  On the other hand, in East Asia, with the exception of Japan, this discipline is just emerging and the current focus is on building national based design histories and the creation of empirical studies based on case studies and chronological facts and data.  The authors of this series see in these developments from East Asia some engagement with studies from the Anglophone world but also identify clear discrepancies.  For example, the term ‘design’ itself raises a complex issue that is currently under investigation, reflecting postcolonial studies interest in cultural translation.​[2]​  It has to be remembered that the word ‘design’ in the context of East Asia is a translation either directly from English or through double translations ie. into other local languages via Japanese.  As such the idea must be appropriated into geographically specific visual cultures and into the existing indigenous system of production.  It was translated into various terminologies at various times during the modern histories of this region, and terms such as ‘zuan’,‘ishō’, ‘sekkei’, ‘sangyō kōgei’, ‘shōgyō bijutsu’ in Japanese; ‘tuan’, ‘sheji’, ‘gongyi meishu’, ‘shiyong meishu’, ‘yingyoung meishu’, ‘shangye meishu’, ‘zhuanghuang yishu’, ‘sheji yishu’ in Chinese; and ‘gongye’, ‘misul gongye’, ‘doan’, ‘saenghwal misul’, ‘sanup misul’ and ‘dijain’ in Korean were applied or invented to accommodate the approximate meaning of new concepts.  In Japan, there is a consensus now that ‘zuan’ and ‘ishō’, used in the context of export and international exhibitions since the Meiji period (1868-1912), contain the modern conceptual equivalent of ‘design’, and the term ‘dezain’ (a transcription of the English term ‘design’) came into use in the 1950s during the postwar Americanisation of Japan. In PRC/Hong Kong/Taiwan, due to political and ideological differences, there was no consensus on the term before the 1980s.  However, after three decades of interaction in design, the term ‘sheji’ has now become an agreed-upon translation for the English word ‘design’ in three locales.  Although PRC is still using ‘sheji yishu’ as the official title of the academic discipline in university education and still touting its long ‘gongyi’ heritage of Chinese civilization as the origin of Chinese modern design, designers often refer to their industry as ‘sheji’ as been commonly used in Hong Kong and China.  In Korea, the term ‘gongye’, introduced through the contacts with the Japanese and the West during the 1880s, was broadly used to indicate the concept of ‘design’. During 1920s, the term ‘doan’ was adopted from the Japanese term ‘zuan’ which included similar notions of design.  Since the 1960s, the term ‘dijain’ gradually replaced other terms such as ‘doan’, ‘sanup misul’ while the meaning of ‘gongye’ was increasingly separated from ‘dijain’.  The definitions of these terms had also constantly changed depending on other translated foreign concepts ‘art’ and ‘craft’.  These terms are elusive, partly overlapping with the Euroamerican concepts, yet they are also different. Even the postwar American driven commercially oriented term ‘dezain’ (in Japanese) or ‘dijain’ (in Korean) or ‘sheji’ (in Chinese) do not have a clear cut definition, as they do in Euroamerica up to the present.  The translation of the term and the subsequent changes made in local visual cultures and industries reflect on the emerging academic discipline of design histories and studies in this region.  

Therefore, the authors of this series face significant difficulty in writing regionally developing ‘design histories’ in English, which itself represents another translation process.  However, we have decided to take a pragmatic approach and use these elusively defined translated terms for the ‘modern’ post-industrial period (mainly in the 20th century) in the same way that the local academics use them in their recognition of the Euroamerican ideas of ‘design’ with postcolonial perspectives.  The authors of this series would like to focus on introducing the recent empirical studies of design histories and design studies as part of the regional interest in making design histories.  The main intention is to introduce the largely neglected key works written by local scholars and curators in local languages, in order to understand how they approach and engage with this imported Anglophone discipline, rather than reiterate the recent Anglophone interest in this region which, perhaps, could be criticised for its tendency towards offering an Anglophone centric, self-reflexive perspective that fulfils a requirement for political correctness, diversity and inclusiveness.  Inevitably some of the studies and the issues we introduce here may create discord, but the authors believe this will contribute to a truly global framework for this discipline. 

PART 1: Japan (by Yuko Kikuchi)
The background of design history and study in Japan 
Japan has been leading design history and study in East Asia, because in Japan the discipline started the earliest.  There are three scholarly associations, the oldest of which is Nihon Dezain Gakkai (The Japan Society for the Science of Design-JSSD)​[3]​ founded in 1954.  As an association of designers primarily, its main interest is design practice but its scope includes a small area of design history.  The bimonthly Dezaingaku Kenkyū (Bulletin of JSSD) and two special issues a year contain some articles in Japanese and some in English, but it is not a bilingual journal (Fig. 1). This group has an extensive network of members across Japan as well as in Asia which is shared by the International Association of Societies of Design Research (IASDR) and Asian Society for the Science of Design (ASSD). The second oldest is Ishō Gakkai (The Japan Society of Design -JSD) established in 1959 and has just published its 50th year anniversary commemorative issue.​[4]​  It is based in the western region of Japan centred in Kyoto and Osaka, currently led by Haruhiko Fujita of Osaka University.  Their journal Dezain Riron (Journal of the Japan Society of Design) has been published annually from 1962 to 2002, and twice a year from 2003 to the present (Fig. 2).  This society built a solid academic foundation for design history and study in Japan, but unfortunately it is not well known to the world outside Japan, due to its inaccessibility for English readers who can only get a flavour of the articles from the English abstracts.  The newest but perhaps most ambitious and progressive group is Dezainshigaku Kenkyūkai (Design History Workshop Japan – DHWJ).​[5]​  This group was founded in 2002 by design historians who felt an urgency to internationalise design history studies in Japan.  From the outset, their journal Design History has been a bilingual publication in Japanese and English (Fig. 3).  After Shūichi Nakayama who led the first five years, two young founding members: Yasuko Suga and Toshino Iguchi are currently pushing further the initial aims and attracting young scholars and practitioners.  They have published extensively on current issues of design history –modernity and national identity in the case of Britain and Hungary/Central Europe respectively.​[6]​  Due to their background, this group has close contacts with design historians in the UK and in Eastern European countries and for example, Jonathan Woodham was the guest speaker in the first symposium 2003 on design history toward the 21st century, Penny Sparke for the fourth symposium in 2006 on gender and modern Design, and Milanka Todić for the seventh symposium in 2009 on photography and propaganda (Fig. 4).  Initiated by Haruhiko Fujita, the annual conference of the International Committee of Design History and Studies (ICDHS) was held in Osaka in 2008, underpinned by an unprecedented cooperation among these above mentioned societies.  

Museums
Though Japan is one of the world largest design producers, there is no national design museum.  Instead, there are some semi-governmental and private museums which archive historical design as well as promote contemporary design activities.  As a result of Akiko Shōji’s research, Sangyō Gijutsu Sōgō Kenkyūjo (National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, AIST) Tōhoku branch in Sendai created a gallery space in 2001 to exhibit prototype design made at the Industrial Arts Research Institute/Industrial Arts Institute (IARI/IAI), the important first national organisation of design set up in 1928 to promote export design.​[7]​  Panasonic Kōnosuke Matsushita Museum, which opened in 1968, is a unique company museum which only collects Panasonic products, but includes early industrial design products from the 1910s to the present.​[8]​  Panasonic also runs the Shiodome Museum at its Tokyo Headquarters where well curated design exhibitions have been held since 2003.​[9]​  One of the active design exhibition spaces is Kokusai Dezain Sentā (International Design Center, ICDN)​[10]​ in Naogya which has a collection of American Art Deco style design products and also has been curating design exhibitions.  21_21Design Sight is a temporary exhibition space which recently developed in a trendy shopping and businees site, Tokyo Midtown in Roppongi.  Shōwa no Kurashi Hakubutsukan (The Museum of Life in the Showa Era) preserves the house of Koizumi Kazuko built in 1951 in Tokyo to exhibit the typical lifestyle of the ordinary city dweller of Tokyo in the 1950s-1970s. Koizumi has energetically devoted her life to her scholarly work on Japanese interiors and furniture, culminating in the foundation of Kagu Dōgu Shitsunai shi Gakkai (Te Japan Society for the History of Interiors, Furniture and Tools) in 2008.​[11]​ 

Survey texts and major exhibitions
The pioneering work by Hiroshi Kashiwagi’s Ideas of Modern Japanese Industrial Design (1979) and Eiichi Izuhara’s Design Movement in Japan: History of Industrial Design (1989) set the academic framework for the modern Japanese design history and raised major critical issues.​[12]​  A number of important primary resources were compiled in the 1990s. Those include Nihon Sangyō Dezain Shinkōkai’s Super Collection -40 Years of the G-mark (1996) which is a catalogue of product design awarded ‘G-mark’ for good design​[13]​; Kōgei Zaidan’s (Japan Industrial Arts Foundation) The History of Modern Design Movements in Japan (1990) which is a collection of essays by the first generation designers, educators and policy makers’ recollection on their activities.​[14]​  Based on these resources, design history studies underpinned by extensively explored case studies, have developed remarkably and many exhibitions on modern design based on academic research have been organised.  Notable examples are Japanese Aesthetics and the Sense of Space by Sezon Museum of Art in 1990 and 1992​[15]​; Crafts in Everyday Life in the 1950s and 1960s (1995) by Crafts Gallery, MOMA Tokyo​[16]​; Formative Years of Japanese Modern Design Exhibition - The History of Tokyo Higher School of Arts & Technology Part 1 (1996) and the following Showa, the Era of Visual Art 1930-40s Exhibition - The History of Tokyo Higher School of Arts & Technology Part 2 (1998) by Hitoshi Mori and Matsudo shi Kyōiku Iinkai Bijutsukan Junbishitsu​[17]​; Craft Movements in Japan 1920s-1940s (1996) by Hokkaidōritsu Museum of Modern Art​[18]​ and Japan Living Design (1999) by Living Design Center Ozone​[19]​, and Evolution of Lifestyle in Japanese Modern Design (2000) by Utsunomiya Museum of Art.  Over the last decade more survey and critical history texts were published.​[20]​  For example, Akiko Takehara and Akiko Moriyama eds. The Concise History of Japanese Modern Design (2003) has become a standard introductory text​[21]​ (Fig. 5). Essays with intercultural aspects and Japanese design in the global context have also been compiled.  Haruhiko Fujita led the publication of The Arts and Crafts Movement and Japan (2004) and A History of Japanese and Western Design: exchange and influence (2001).​[22]​  Reflecting Fujita’s interest, these two collected essays cover ‘exchange’ and influential relations between Japan, Victorian Britain and the West.  Unfortunately, however the scope of ‘international’ was identified as comprising the West excluding Asia, which has been a tendency among Japanese scholars who only look at Euroamerica.  On the other hand, Kenkichi Nagata, Toyorō Hida, Hitoshi Mori eds. A History of Modern Design in Japan 1860’s-1970’s (2006) is a heavy weight critical survey​[23]​ (Fig. 6).  It has a chronological structure but each chapter contains in-depth critical essays which address focused questions of ‘modernity’/‘Japan’/’design’ that arose through interactions with western modernities. This work excels in focusing on the aspect of Japan’s modernity that selectively appropriated imported western ideas in negotiation with Japan’s indigenous ideas.  This publication set the benchmark for a successful model of Japanese design history reflecting the maturing of critical design history studies in Japan.     

Current Trends
Japanese Design History in a global context
The discipline of ‘Japanese Design History’ has now built up a solid foundation informed by new findings of primary materials and discoveries of Japanese designers and design institutions from the early 20th century. Hitoshi Mori’s pioneering work on the Tokyo Higher School of Arts & Technology (books mentioned above) opened our eyes to the formative years of design education in Japan, and its counterpart research in the Kyoto context can be found in Hisao Miyajima’s research on Mukai Kanzaburō (1890-1959), a design educator at the Kyoto Higher School of Design.​[24]​  Anne Gossot’s extensive work on the furniture designer Nobuo Moriya (1893-1927) and Sarah Teaseley’s work on the furniture designer Joichi Kogure (1881-1943) have been stimulating studies on ‘Japanese modernity’.​[25]​  These non-Japanese scholars’ contribution to Japanese Design History is significant.  The pioneering role of Kenkichi Tomimoto (1886-1963) in studio pottery and modern design independent of the Mingei movement has been investigated by design historians such as Shūichi Nakayama, Saiko Yoshitake and through major exhibitions organised by Sogō Department Art Gallery, MOMA Tokyo, MOMA Kyoto and Matsushita Electric Shiodome Museum.​[26]​  Hashimoto Keiko’s work on the interior and furniture designer Kuramata Shirō (1934-1991) was awarded Ishō gakkai prize of 2008 for her analysis of Kuramata’s subjective ‘sensibility’ and design.​[27]​  Hitoshi Mori uncovered a vital role that the furniture and interior designer Isamu Kenmochi played in developing ‘Japanese Modern’ design and the design discourse of ‘Japaneseness’.​[28]​  By sharing the global interest in domestic design, these work set the current research trend in strengthening Japanese design history and studies.    

Design history of the Japanese empire and gender analysis 
Another notable development is the young scholars’ interest in design history as part of the recent rapidly developing colonial studies.  Firstly, Toshihiko Kishi has shed light on hitherto unknown propaganda posters, postcards and stamps created in Japan’s puppet state Manchukuo (1932-1945) in that reveal Japan’s visual representation of Manchukuo​[29]​ (Fig. 7).  Yuko Kikuchi’s work on colonial Taiwan presented a complex picture of Japanese colonisation by analysing the visual culture that emerged during the colonial time as a result of ‘refracted’ modernity​[30]​ (Fig. 8).  Architectural design historians such as Hiroshi Hashiya and Yasuhiko Nishizawa also made remarkable contributions on the studies of colonial architecture of the Japanese empire including Manchuria, Korea and Taiwan.​[31]​  These scholars have identified ‘East Asia’ (Japan, China, Taiwan, Korea) as an important field where we see inter-connected design development and contested modernities due to Japan’s colonisation.  

Gender perspectives also advanced the colonial studies of East Asia.  An international project led by Ruri Itō, Hiroko Sakamoto and Tani E Barlow, achieved a dynamic study on representation and subjectivity in the global phenomenon of ‘modern girl’ in the specific context of East Asia that experienced double cultural colonisation by Euroamerica and Japan.​[32]​  Multiple layers of political and cultural meanings on posters, photographs and fashion (Western-style, Chinese-style and Japanese-style) has complicated the debate on women’s subjectivity in the Anglo-American cases of ‘modern girl’.  This work presents a cutting-edge approach to design history as part of colonial studies and a cross-cultural joint project model by scholars from the US, Australia and East Asian countries.  In the field of fashion, Orientalism and Self-Orientalism in Japan’s fashion context has been explored by Hiroshi Narumi as a reflection of postmodern critical fashion studies.​[33]​  Mikiko Tsunemi excavated a Modernist women fashion designer and reformer Yōko Kuwasawa (1910-1977) whose prewar Modernist idea of ‘standardisation’ became an influential force for developing functional uniforms with traditional beauty in Japan in the 1950s and created a context for Japanese designers who followed, such as Kenzō Takada, Issey Miyake and other internationally renowned designers.​[34]​  Jinno Yuki’s work on modern consumption and design culture created by western-style department stores presents an interesting aspect of women’s and children’s design that shares western modernity with the uniqueness of Japan’s situation.​[35]​ Yasuko Suga’s work on the Modernist designer Imai Kazuko (1910 – 2001) and her design education at the Jiyū Gakuen Institute for Art and Craft Studies in its relation to a national identity and Japonisme may be familiar to the JDH readers.​[36]​  

Crafts
Crafts, offer arguably the most interesting issues with respect to current visual studies in Japan, indicated by the fact that a leading critical art journal, Bijutsu Forum 21 published a special issue on ‘craft studies’ in 2009.​[37]​ Noriaki Kitazawa who opens up the debate by tracing on the Japanese historical trajectory of modern visual systematisation and presenting the predicament of ‘crafts’.​[38]​  The curators of MOMA Tokyo Crafts Gallery including Toyorō Hida and their successors Kenji Kaneko,​[39]​ Masanori Moroyama and Takuya Kida have been leading progressive object-based craft research. In particular, in his book Concepts of Creating Form in Contemporary Ceramics (2001), Kaneko has taken a polemic stance passionately defending a ‘Japaneseness’ in ‘craftical formation’ the term he coined for craft-like art or an art practice based on modern studio craft peculiar to Japan​[40]​ (Fig. 9).  From a practitioner’s point of view, textile and fibre artist Shigeki Fukumoto has been engaged in critical debate with other practitioners in his edited volume Kōgei is Fascinating in the 21st Century (2003). As the title of his book Modernity of Japanese ‘Crafts’: as a foundation of fine art and design (2009) shows, Hitoshi Mori’s work demands recognition of an original foundation of visual culture–‘botai’ (which is mother’s body where the baby comes from) of crafts prior to the differentiation into ‘fine art’, ‘design’ and modern crafts determined by western modernity. ​[41]​ Shigemi Inaga’s ambitious work can be compared with Glenn Adamson’s recent publication Craft Reader (2009) (Fig. 10).  This is the outcome of a three-year joint project led by Inaga at The International Research Center for Japanese Studies (aka Nichibunken), involving academics, makers, policy makers, industrialists and journalists.  The book compiles 36 critical essays divided into eight thematic foci: ‘tradition’, ‘history’, ‘modernism’, ‘East Asia’, ‘aesthetic theory’, ‘trade’, ‘present state’ and ‘vision for the 21st century’.  These essays also provide case studies at the national and regional level with particular focus on Kyoto – that are contextualised in the bigger map of Euroamerica and East Asia. It presents both a bird’s eye view and microstudy of Japan’s craft situation in the 21st century.​[42]​ The proceedings of the symposium associated with this project are published in English and give a taste of this project.​[43]​ The common theme among these major publications is the postmodern perspective on the proper state of ‘craft’. Postmodernism operates in relativising the western modernity that caused a rupture in the original state of crafts. In this sense, the title of Kitazawa’s book Craft after Avant-garde (2003) can be exchanged with ‘Craft after Modernism’.  Their projects are also related to the idea of recuperating ‘tradition’ –a notion which has had a strong currency over the last hundred years, and the field of ‘crafts’ had always been the centre of this discourse because its ambivalent location in the modern system.  Their argument also steps into a 21st century vision which sees the search for restoring a premodern Japanese visual culture to the state that existed before the rupture caused by western intervention, thus readjusting the current state to a more comfortable visual culture environment, while also presenting some form of alternative vision to offer the postmodern audience.  Therefore, the craft debate in Japan presents this multilayered complexity, by engaging with postmodern and postcolonial perspectives while identifying a premodern condition.  It shares much with global postmodernity, but articulates postmodernity by problematising the inter-cultural dimension of East-West with a hint of ‘Empire strikes back’.  
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